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Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, left, and Boyd Wettlaufer examine fragments of
a 310-pound shale ball which was found by Dr. LaPaz and Dr. Frede1ick
C. Leonard at the Canyon Diablo Crater near Winslow, Ariz. The ball
contains zaratite, a meteoritic nickel-iron carbonate, which Dr. LaPaz
says is unknown except in the Canyon Diablo site and a few others.
Wettlaufer is a graduate student in anthropology and assistant in work
at the Arizona camp; Dr. LaPaz is head of the UNM Institute of
Meteoritics.
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UNM Searchers find Realism In the West
310-Pound Meteorite Is Mims Speech "Iopic

'·,1'

The million-ton meteorite that
crashed to earth thousands of
years ago to form the giant Canyon Diablo Crater at Winslow,
.Ariz., is still the object of intensive research.
·
The University's Institute of
Meteoritics, in co-operation with
the Standard Iron Company, owners of the crater, has recently
turned up the biggest meteoritic
iron shale ball ever recovered.
The 310-pound meteor, found by
Dr. Lincoln LaPaz, UNM Meteoritics head, and Dr. Frederick
C. Leonard, 10M Research Associate, is unusual because of the
extraordinary amount of zaratite
present in its makeup.
The shale ball is, Dr. LaPaz
explained, a mixture of original
meteoritic and terrestrial material
that has resulted from a long and
continued weathering process.
He said that the zaratite material, a meteoritic nickel-iron carbonate, is unknown except in the
Canyon Diablo fall and a very few
others. The next largest shale ball,
a 47-pounder, was also found at
Canyon Diablo in 1909.
Fragments of the 310-pound
mass will be shipped to Dr. Carl
W. Beck, UNM geology professor
and Research Associate in Meteoritics, who is working with the
Shell Oil Research Laboratories at
Houston, Texas.
Dr. Beck, who will return for
the fall semester at the Univer~
sity, will .make a mineralogical
study of the material.
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Robin Rood was no fool when
he stole only from the rich, He
knew the poor didn't have any
money.

"Romance and Realism in the
West" will be the title .of the next
Lecture Under the Stars. Dr. Edwin Mims, Ametican literature
authority from Vanderbilt University, will speak Monday at 8 p. m.
Though past "the age of retirement," Dr. Mims has keJ;lt a
heavy lecture schedule the past
several years. On visits to the
University of London, St. Andrews University, University of
Dublin, and University of Edinburgh, he lectured on American
Culture and Civilization. The series was sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment.
In addition to his lectures, Dr.
Mims is author of several books1
among which is The Life of Sidney Lanier, a volume in the American Men of Letters series.
The Lectures Under the Stars
are under the direction of Dr.
Robert E. Barton Allen, University speech and radio professor.
The series is given in front of
the Administration Building. The
public is invited and there is no
charge.

Fred Wampler Wins
Top NCAA Honors
·The 53rd Annual NCAA golf.
tournament came to a close here
Saturday with Fred WamJ;ller
from Purdue University taking
top honors in a breathless 35th
hole finish against Colgate's Bob
McCall.
The morning match found McCall one up on the first 18 with
a course record-tying 66 to Wampler's five-under-par 67 . In the afternoon go-round Wampler took the
first hole with a birdie three to
even the score.
Fast-clutch golfing kept the gallery of 700 on edge with 20-foot
putts and precision h·on work until the 17th hole when Wampler,
already one up, laid his ball between McCall and th!l cup for a
stymie.
The 1950 team crown went to
North Texas State, sparked by
Billy Maxwell shooting a 73-68141. Purdue, Wampler's alma
mammy, shot a four-man,577 for
second-place honors.
Third and fourth spots went to
Stanford with a 587, and Oklahoma University shooting 590,
UNM'S Paul Halter and Jim
Frost seemed likely prospects for
upper berths till Halter was dropped by Oregon State's Dick Yost
in the second round. In the third
round Yost also knocked off last
year's NCAA champ, Harvie
Ward, before falling to McCall in
the quaterfinals.
Frost was defeated in the third
round by Gene Coulter of Purdue.
Awards to the winning players
and team were made immediately
following the final round by Ted
Payseur, NCAA golf head and dil'ector of athletics at Northwestern University.
Payseur commented on the attention which officials at the University of New Mexico had shown
towards the success of the tourney
and presented Dr. Martin Fleck,
chairman of the UNM athletic
council, with a plaque in appreciation of services rendered.

Acoma, The Sky Village
Acoma, the Village in the Sky,
is known all over the world. It is
unique because of its geographic
location on top of a small mesa
surrounded by a precipitous cliff
about 200 feet high.
Hundredi'j.. of years ago, when
the Indians moved up there for
protection from their enemies,
there was Oldy orte way up the
stone wall, which was through a
crevice in the rocks into which
they cut hand- and foot-holds for
climbing.
These people still live up there.
If you'd like to visit them, go
west on Highway 66 some 40
miles, to the little village of Paraje. A sign there will point south
to Acoma, some 15 miles away. It
is a country road, but safe.
Just before you reach Acoma,
you will see a high, cliffy formation on your left. This is the faroout Enchanted Mesa, with all
sorts of queer tales about it. Look
them up in the library.
Be sure to go up on the Acoma
mesa, preferably . through the
crevice. At the top venders of
Acoma souvenirs. will meet you.

Y.ellow Drapes Make
Men•s Dorm Colorful
The place around the campus
that is really tingling with activityy and fun is the men's new dor.
mitory.
One of the added features is the
new canat·y yellow drapes in the
dining room and the commons
1•oom. Mrs. Maud Davis, housemother, said she thought the nicest things are the new drapes' in
her apartment. Now she is waiting for her kitchen equipment.

by J. T. Reid

One of them will ask you for an
admission fee to the pueblo. Pay ·
it.
Be courteous to the people and
they will make your visit much
more enjoyable and full of pleasant memories,
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Horseback Riders
Go To Sandia Rim

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS

Ask Almost .Any Student

No News Is Good News ••.
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July 21 is the deadline for submission of manuscripts in the
Summer Creative W1·iting Contest, Dr. C. V. Wicker, chairman
of the prizes and awards committee, announces.
The contest this year will deal
only with short stories, Dr. Wicker says. Judges will be Deane
Mowrer and Kenneth Lash, English instructors, and Bernard B.
Perry, visiting professor of English. Perry is head of the University of Indiana Press.
Manuscripts slrould be submitted anonymously, with the author's name in a sealed envelope
accompanying the manuscript. Entries may be handed in at the
English department office o1• given
to Perry at his office in Bpilding
C-4, Room 6.

QUALITY WORK

:I

$10 in police court for trying to
pick a fight.
Patrolman F. F. Gray reported
that Currie attempted to enter the
Fine Arts building after closing
hours by using a fake authorization. When two University janitors refused to admit him, he tried
to instigate a fight with them,
Gray said in his report. Patrolman
James Driskill said the false authorization. was written on a piece
of toilet paper.

Record Examinations.
Aptitude Tests Slated
Dr. A. A. Wellck, Director of
Counseling and Testing Services,
announces that the Graduate Record. Examination for graduating
seniors will b~ given July 18, 19,
and 20, in Biology 6.
The Graduate Aptitude Test for
graduate students will be given
July 18 and 20 in the Science Lecture hall. For further information
contact the Counseling and Testing Department.

NOTICE
All Student Veterans
The deadline for all veterans' purchases of expendable
and non-expendable supplies
for the summer session, 1950,
is Sat., July 22. No provisions
will be made for an extension
of the deadline.

Palmer Hoyt, editor and publisher of the Denver Post, will
give the fifth in the series of "Lectures Under the Stars" Monday at
8 p. m. in front of the Administration Building.
.
Title of his lecture will be "The
Voice of America."
. took the reins at

the Portland Oregonian. On the
West Coast paper he held jobs
as copy reader, reporter, drama
editor, city editor, news editor,
managing editor, and publisher.
, The Post's slogan, "The Voice
of the Rocky Mountain Empire,"
was Hoyt's idea. Under his leadership, the Post has reached a circulation of 230,000 daily and 360,000 Sunday. It is distributed widely in 13 states.
Monday's lecturer has held high
offices in governmental service.
He was national director "of the
Office of War Information during
a period of World War II; he
served on the President's Air Policy Commission, and was a member of a 14-man committee on
Freedom of Communications.
Hoyt was installing officer for
Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic . fraternity, when charter
members were initiated here in
February. He was formerly national president of the fraternity
and is one of its most prominent
members.
·

Deadline Announced Top-Ranking Student
In Writing Contest Enrolls at· Annapolis Poll on Korean War Shows

Emergency Service
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For the first week in many,
campus crime was held to one
case. The campus police force
didn't cite any motorists for
speeding, parldng violations, :reckless or drunken driving. There
were no sex crimes, peeping Toms,
sleepwalkers, arsons or !mockerson-doors reported duling the week.
The only case ma1'ring the clean
record was a citation for disturbance of the peace. William G. Curlie, freshman art major, was fin!!d

Tel. 2-1395 or 2-2708

Two Hour
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Student Tripped Up by Fake Passport

University Cleaners

DRIVE-IN

The Forensic Institute for high
school juniors and seniors is winding up its first week of classes and
laboratory work. The Institute
will last until July 28, Dr. Robert
E. Barton Allen, professor of
speech and radio, said.
Daily classes are being offered
in oral interpretation, ch,oral reading, oratory, debate, and radio and
television. In the afternoon, the
students, most of whom are from
New Mexico high schools, swim,
play tennis and ping-pong, and go
golfing.
,
Dr. Howard V. McMurray, head
of government, spoke to the debaters 'l'uesday. The debate teams
a1·e discussing the topic, "Resolved, That the People of the
United States Should Reject the
Welfare State."
Visits were made to the local
. mdio stations and a few TV
shows.
·
Instruction is by Dr. Wayne C.
Eubank, Dr. Allen, Prof. Fred M.
Chreist,. Mrs. Marjorie 9arr, and
Claude Hempen.

Two Hour Dry Cleaning
When Needed

1706 E. Central

July 14, 1950

Poris Shoe Store
307 W. Central

Nc:r. 85

Debates, Television Denver Post Editor StUclent from Korea
To Give Lecture on
Make Full Day for 'Voice of America' Happy When Brother
Forensic Institute
Arrives from Front

'i

During rehearsals for "The Magic Flute" Doug Lawrence as The
Bird Man, grabs Pat Dickson, The Bh·d Woman, and prepa1·es to elope.
Though classed as light opera, "The Magic Flute," which is directed by
Prof. Robert Korst and has a cast of 20 p1incipalroles, has some comic
scenes. Four perfonnances will be given of the UNM Opera Workshop's
production at the Little Theater, July 26-29. Tickets are $1.80, tax
included.

One mock From U

Frid~y,

'

Welcome Again
Students

Laundry

Students of anthropology in the
classes of Dr. Florence Hawley
journeyed to Santa Fe on July 3
for afternoon class sessions. Dr.
Hawley conducted the class tour
of the beginning students through
the Palace of Governors Museum,
while Kenneth M. Chapman lectured to the advanced students at
the Laboratory of Anthropology.
Assisted by Bruce Ellis, Mr. Chapman illustrated his lecture with
examples of Indian paintings and
pottery.

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

Four men f1·om the new dormitory took a ho1·seback trip to the
Sandia Rim Tuesday.
The .adventuresome four who
started out from Four Hills Ranch
were Richard Young, Mel Anderson, John Jewell, and Bill McCollum.
Riding to Cole Springs py truck
they set out to find the trail, but
upon encountering bad luck they ·
started out cross-country ·to the
top of the mountains, traveling
through oak, briers and tall
grasses.
Two of their friends, thinking
they would take the horses for
awhile so the boys could rest, set
out with two cases of tea. They
stopped at the trail and when the
four did not show up, drank the
tea themselves.
The four riders are in good condition except for sore muscles and
scratches; the others are also
slightly sore. They all agreed that
anyone who loved to ride would
find it a good four-and-a-half
hours' entertainment.

and

·.
Classes Go to Santa Fe

BOB'S
'\

SIGHTS OF NEW MEXICO

Allan R. Gunion, Albuquerque,
has passed examinations for entrance to the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Md.
A sophomore in engineering
last semester, Gunion was enrolled
in Naval RO.TC .training. In a

Film Series Shows
Valentino, G'ilbert
Students will get a ·chance to see
what made mother ga-ga Saturday night whep Rudolph Vajentino
and John . Gilbert star m the
"Films Under the Stats" series in
the Inter-American Affairs patio.
Title o£ the silent movie is "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." Sound has been dubbed :in
and a musical background added1
but speech appears in p1intea
;frames on the screen.
A short subject will complete
the. program. Two showings will
be given, at S p.m. and at 10 p.m.

Gunion
competitive examination among
students from the country's 52
NROTC units, he ranked highest
in the nation.
Gunion passsd the physical recently and has left to enter Annapolis. He was graduated from Albuquerque High in 1948. He plans
to make the, Navy his ca1•eer.

Trend of Student Opinion
By George D'Alonzo
Passing the University pool one
Recent headlines have been her- couldn't help noticing curvaceous
aiding the news of t~e Korean Co-ed Beverlee Calkins basking in
war. But they tell nothmg of the the sun. In the course of a
individual' feelings. and opinions of through· the- wire chat Beverlee
the college men and women who eagel'ly stated, "In the event of
are among those always called the declaration of war, I will not
upon to do the fighting. What does . hesitate a moment to join the
the war in Ko1•ea mean to them? Cadet Nurses' Training Program
Here are a few reactions from or the Red Cross." And with a
UNM students.
twinkle in her eyes she concluded,
The first person to answer was ''I believe that women should
Uleste1' Mims, who bitterly stat- pitch in and work side by side with
ed, "I'm not too enthusiastic the men in war and peace.''
about taking part in another war
Alphonse Ignatowicz, who plans
because, being a Negro, the pay- to make the Army his career,
off isn't much. On second thought, sounded off with, "My answer to
i guess it doesn't make much dif- any questions about Korea can
ference whether I get my head only be a prayer, a prayer that
bashed in by the Commtmist en- the free peoples of this earth will
emy ove1· there or by our 'demo• finally realize that no· definite
cratic Americans' here when I try plans can be made by any one of
to buy a sandwich at a place like us for the future so long as there
the Lobo Cafe.'' .
.
exists in this world a force dediThe next person asked was Joan cated to the destruction of our
SchulM sauntering across the way of life and the subjugation of
campus with an armful of books. all free people. I hope that we will
."I was much disturbed by the realize that. the only way we ean
news of the Korean outburst-not deal with this cancerous power,
so much for myself, but for the which has devoured more than
men who will be called again to half of the people on earth, is to
_, .
fight this 'fluid situatiort,' especial. destroy it co!llpletely/' .
!y when wars solve nothing.''
· ' Al was shll expa~mtm~ on his
Howard Evans said, "The en- soap box, when Man?n Miller d!'ltrance of the U. S. into the Korean . clared, "Th~ troub~e m Korea WI~~
War marked the end of our 'all not result m a thu·d world war,
talk-no action' policy which had and she added, "But if it should,
ali·eady been pursued too long/'
I'll do my utmost.''

By Bob Kunkel
Sang Keun Chun, freshman engineering student from Seoul, the
South Korean capital, was much
relieved when his brother, Sung
C. Chun, arrived here. Sang, who
has attended the University since
last October, has been worried
about his family since the outbreak of hostilities, and did not
know whether his older brother,
who was to attend a religious convention in Toronto, Can., had left
in time.
The older brother, who is general secretary of the Korea Council on Christian Education, had
left Korea 10 days before the war
to attend a meeting of the Korean
Church Society in Japan. He spent
the next 10 days visiting in Yokohama and Tokyo and did not know
of the war until two days after he
had set sail for the United States.
He explained that the war came
as a surprise to all Koreans.
"There have been numerous small
.uprisings by ·the Reds, but· all
were repelled," he stated. ''Everyone felt that this Ia.st operation
was merely a small mid similar
to the rest."
Chun stated further that the
38th l'arallel was drawn in Washington, D. C. He said that if the
country had not been divided, ill
feeling would not have developed.
Because of the division of Korea,
he feels the United States is di·
rectly responsible for defending
South Korea.
According . to Chun, the Russians have taken complete control
of the Northern Koreans and have
been equipping them with arms
since the division of the country.
The South Korean army has nothing but small weapons to use
against the superior arms of the
Reds, he said. He hopes that the
United States will produce heavy
armament.
"I have no doubt that we will
win the war. Morale is high and
with the help of the United Nations it will only be a question of
time. Rumors that South Korea
did not meet the attack of the
enemy are false. We are Christians and democratic and have a
contempt for Communism," he
said. "My chief worry is that our.
crops will not be planted in time.
It is the rainy season now, and if
we are to have a rice harvest this
year, it must be planted immediately. I am afraid the war will
interrupt this."
Chun will remain here :for a few
days and then will leave for Toronto where he will attend the
Wol'ld Convention of Christian
Churches. After the convention, h~
will return to Princeton University where he will take graduate
work in theology.
.

EVENTS THIS MONTH
July 13-14-15. SANTA FE. Rodeo de Santa Fe.
July 13-16. SANTA FE. Exhibition of cowboy portraits by Cliff
Westermeier in the A1·t ·Gallery.
July 14. COCHITI PUEBLO.
Annual feast day and corn dance.
July 15-16. RATON. Horse racing, La Mesa Park.
July 19-23. N 0 GAL MESA.
Cowboy camp meeting.
July 22. LAS VEGAS. Statewide meeting of Maa.ons at, ryins
df"'Fort Union.
July 22-23. RATON. Horse rac•
ing, L~ Mesa Park.
July .24. LAS VEGAS. Marjorie Laurence, Metropolitan Ope1·a
star, Ilfeld Auditorium.
July 25. ACOMA and COCHI·
TI. Corn dances. Santiago's Day
at Santa Ana and Laguna Pueblos.
July 25-26. TOAS PUEBLO.
Annual fiesta and corn dartce.
. July 26. . SANTA ANA PUEBLO. Feast day and dance.
July 29-30. RATON. Horse racing, La Mesa Park.
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Lumpy Legs •• ·•

Gynophobiacs Hate P-eanut Butter

Troy Kemper . , .•..•.........•.......·...... , ..... Editor
Jack Gill ............................. Managing Editor
Wright VanDeusen :_. ... , •. , •.....•... Business Manager
By Jove
rests her hand on the top of her
Bob Kunkel .........•.............. Circulation Manager
A tired-looking psychology pro- head.
A bril:;k question period follows
Ruth ~leming, Lou Marsh ....... , . , .. , ....... Reporters fessor stomps into his classroom, with
the grade school teachers
stares vacantly at the vacant seats

and begins lecturing to his sleepy
but_t'aithful group. With a didn'tgo:to-bed-at~all-last-night appearance he tells his eager listeners
,,~.U~ fti!!PRI!!SII!!NTIED FOil NATIONAL AD~It_RTIIINCJ 8Y
about psychological channels of
National Advertising Service, Inc.
displacement.
CtJ/Iege P11blishers RIPr•smtatm
He inten'Upts his lecture after
420 "'ADISON .Av•.
N•w Y<)IUC. N.Y.
a moment or so by taking out his
CIIICMO ' lloiTO. • LOI AIIIILU • !Ia·· fUJICIICD
car keys, placing them inside the
Published every. Friday from June 9 through July 28, 1950, Summer Sessi<>n by the
case, starts to put them in his left
Associa,ted Students of the University of New Mexico. Entered as oecond elasa matter
pocket
where they came from,
at the post office, Albu<~,uerque, Aug. 1, 1918, unrler the act of Mill'. 3, 1879. l'rlnted
then drops them · in the right
by .the University Printing Plant.
pocket. He repeats this ritual
almost every morning, and the
class knows that he walks the
half block from his office to the
classroom.
WAIT A WHILE
"A gynophobiac," the professor
explains
a man who hates
During the last school year, preliminary plans for a new women or "is
vice versa." In the case
Student Union Building were approved. An all-time high in of the man who has a phobia
enrollment seemed to justify construction of a larger SUB.
against women, the professor conThe Korean War has changed the outlook for a continued tinues, it is possible for his .hate
be displaced to another chanrise in enrollment in American colleges and universities. If to
nel. That is, a person who hates
the trend common to World War II is repeated, the Univer-. women may, from all appearances,
sity of New Mexico will have about a thousand women stu- hate peanut butter.
dents and some Navy V-12 enlisted men.
His hatred is displaced to peaWartime shortages may make it unwise to build a big, nut butter through a series of associations. He may actually only
new Student Union Building. The cost will come out of stu- hate
women without dresses, for
dent enrollment fees.
instance. Women without dresses,
The present SUB, under continued competent manage- wearing shorts or swimming suits,
have as one purpose to get a sun
ment, should serve UNM nicely for quite a while yet.
tan. Then too their legs are often
lumpy. Peanut butter is brown,
sun tans are almost brown, and
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
peanut butter is often lumpy; so
the guy transfers his hatred to the
. Bob Cox, student senate president, resigned as Mirage popular spread. Mter all one can't
editor Feb. 24. In a subsequent meeting of the University's go around hating women in broad
publications board, Cox half-heartedly promised to repay, by daylight.
About this point in the lecture
the end of the fiscal year, $315 of Mirage money which he ad- a student,
one of the school teachmitted taking as a "commission" from the Mirage's photog- ers probably,
raises her hand to
rapher. ·
ask a question about peanut butter, but she is ignored by the proThe fiscal year has ended. Has Cox repaid the $315?
fessor, the good doctor being already started in the next phase
of his daily lesson.
'COFFEE
The agonies of a child not loved
by his mother or father is the next
Coffee-that golden brew-that fragrant aroma-that case cited. His old lady protects
shot in the arm-that "pick me up." Coffee, something him too much from measles and
The old man gives
looked upon as !1 close friend by the working man, provides kidnappers.
him a pool table when he wants a
a common meetmg ground for all people.
tennis court. The kid develops a
· The oldtimer will maintain that the best coffee he ever hate for papa and mama and
tasted was'the coffee brewed from the beans he himself had switches to grampa. Gramp loves
but dies despite the tot's proto grind after starting a :fire on cold winter mornings long him
t~ctive technique of pointing 264
ag~. The modernist has his choice of percolator, drip, instant, times to the southwest every night
or Iced coffee.
and stepping on all cracks in sideThe confirmed coffee consumer can console himself with walks.
Mter the funeral the boy prothe prospect that they will continue growing an awful lot tects
himself; he reads Einstein
of coffee in Brazil.
to make himself superior and independent. He learns all about nature and atoms, but when he goes
to college they kick him out be~
A REAL BIG OFFER
cause he knows too much about
The moral must be
Chiang Kai-Shek has offered (magnanimously) to send everything.
"Don't step on cracks in sidetroops of his Chinese Nationalist government to Korea, to walks!'
help South Korean forces push the North Korean invaders
A gypsy-looking lady comes into class late every morning, wigback above the thirty-eighth parallel.
sufficiently to jingle the
That's right decent of Brother Chiang, but his offer is not gling
tinware
on her ears, neck, wrists,
to be considered seriously, we hop~.
waist and ankles. She slides by
There's already trouble enough in South Korea. Things the professor who bravely backs
are bad enough without bringing in a bunch of soldiers who against the blackboard drawing
his stomach, trying not to inhave already proved to the world that they won't fight for in
terrupt his lecture.
the Nationalists in order to save their own government's skin.
The gypsy directs a golden
What would they do if they came to Korea? With their smile at the class or makes a
meaningless gesture, her eyes
record, they'd be a real liability, one that we can't afford.
through tinted glasses,
flashing
·
-Denver Post and sits down
by a silent and isolated fellow. Her piled hair tries
gallantly not to fall around her
DISTINCTIVE, WE
head like a Victorian bed curtain
while she takes notes and squirms
Over in Los Lunas they've been trying a cattle rustling in her seat.
The professor tells about a child
case with all proceedings being translated into Spanish, Engclinic where little kids who hate
lish, and Navaho. f?ome of the jurors understand only Span- their
mothers are allowed to work
ish; the man1who los~ the catt!e is a Navaho; the state police- off their aggressions and hatred
man accused of stealmg them Is an Anglo hombre.
' by chopping up dolls.
It works about like this, the proA state cop accused of rustling cattle and his trial confessor
explains. The kid hates his
ducted in three languages. Where else but New Mexico could mammy,
the reason is inconseit happen?
quential, so. the clinical psycholo-Santa Fe New Mexican gist gives the innocent little fellow a doll and says, "Now, you
pretend this is your mother and
with it.''
A machine to cook hot dogs with radio waves has been in- play
The child; well supplied beforevented. At last, radio is good for~something.
hand with implements of destruc•
•
tion, picks an axe or knife, or
maybe a machete and chops the
~e~ asked what was wrong by his psychiatrist, a Texan doll up into fine pieces, thereby
rephed, I have begun to doubt the greatness of Texas."
working off the hatred for mother,
If the old lady tries to preserve
her figure and . cuts the kid off
We took this country away from the Indians, then gave from suckling too soon, the kid
par~ of it b~ck to them. Nowwe are taking enough of it back develops a hatred, which is of
subconscious, and he may,
agam to bmlda dam on the Jemez river. That sort of makes course
during one of the experiments,
Uncle Sam look like an Indian giver.
remove the paps from the doll.
The little items by the way, are
so constructed to facilitate re·
Unemployment is getting so bad it's almost impossible moval.
to :find a pool table not being used dqwntown in the afternoon~
During this part of the lecture
all the school marms in the class
are eagerly taking 11otes and"
There has been a, lot of discussion lately about the Mid- straining for the information. The
Rio Gra-nde projects. If we don't get more water in the river teacher with the question about
p~anut,. butter, . ~eing engross.ed
soon it may be referred to as the mud-Rio Grande.
With this new subJect, temporanly
Editorial and business otfices in the Journalism Building, Room 205,
Tel, 2-5523 ·

.,._..
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participating avidly. They try to
find out how they can pull this
stunt on their first graders next
fall .. The professor obliges, not
realizing the dangerous information he is passing out to immature
old maids.
One can mentally see the papers
next winter. Headlines about lit.
tie kids who had ,been chopping
up dolls in school, who took their
axe home that night and did a little home work on mother. Poor
mother loses her head and the ldd
grows up to be a maniac killer
of women with peanut butte~·
brown :mn tans.
Perhaps realizing t hi s, the
school marm with the interest in
peanut butter is reminded of her
hand on the top of her head. She
thinks it looks pretty silly up
there and she forgot what it was
she was going to ask anYWay, so
she sc1-atches her hair and resumes the good posture she has to
put up with while teaching her
tots.

LECTURE REVIEW
~bout

200 persons encountered
700 empty, wet chairs when they
came to hear Dr. Edwin Mims lectut·e on ''Romance and Realism in
the West" Monday night. They
were met by a booming microphone saying "The lecture tonight
will be in the Science Lecture
hall." Although some went home,
there were more people out for
the lecture than stars.
Starting 15 minutes late, Dr.
Mims, with more hair on bis chin
and lips than on the top of his
head, talked with a powerful
voice and Southern drawl. Dr.
Mims is 79 years old.
He talked for a long time about
something-mostly concerning the
East, North, New England, Middlewest, Far West, Far East and
California; he suggested that the
audience knew more about New
Mexico and Arizona than he did.
At the end of his lecture he finally
did get around to the West with a
mention of cowboys, cows, windmills, and fences.
He informed his audience that
Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves,
Davy Crockett wrote "something"
and Whitman tossed Whittier's
"Leaves of Grass" into the fire, or
was it the other way around?
"One of the biggest questions of
our time," Dr. Mims said, "is
whether we have enough strength
and. spirit of the old days to carry
on." Dr. Mims is 79 ~ears old,
While relating the trials of
Westward-bound pioneers, he said
that they sometimes went alone
and sometimes with others.
,
Dr. Mims got an uneasy chuckle
from his audience once by vaguely
alluding to whisky. He provoked a
couple more chuckles from the
crowd with quotations borrowed
from Mark Twain.
Concluding a reference to ~udu
bon, the bird man, who once spent
a .night with Daniel Boone, Dr.
Mims made a plea for conservation of birds.
People were still sneaking into
the hall up till the last ten minutes
of the lecture.
He ranted and raved like a Baptist preacher and misquoted poetry during the last half of the program, gesturing with both hands
and scratching alternately his
hair, ea:r, eyes, nose, mustache and
beard as a memory aid.
:S:e concluded by paying tribute
to the pioneer woman and suggesting: "1f we can keep the spirit
of the pioneers this country will
survive.'' Dr. Mims is 79 years old,
J. G.

LETTERIP
Call the Guard ·
Dear Editor:
What the hell is going on over
in Korea? Ame:rican troops . are
fighting with nothing more than
their 15uts and an Ml. Our men are
being forced to leave behind 80%
of their wounded.
Raw. teenagers and. a sprinlding
of . tramed. combat soldiers are
fighting a force that outnumbers,
outguns, and outsupplies them.
South Koreans cannot seem to .get
control of coordination. England
says her troops are needed. elsewhere but still 'sells the Commies
pi!, Now we are consideting fightmg unde1• the blue banMr of the

near defunct UN.
It appears that we will either
have to admit defeat and pull out
of Korea or mobilize, We would
lose 1'prestige" if we admitted defeat. That leaves· mobilization.
Nobody wants to get mixed up
in a war that may well flare into
one that wo11ld last for years.
Nevertheless, we are at war. After
five long years of appeasement
and verbal tactics, ~merica has
decided to fight from the end of
the plank. We cannot retreat
much farther by land.
Call out the National Guard and
reserves if need be, and let's get
it over with one way or the other.
Shove in tanks, guns, and men
that are great enough in number
to defeat the Commies.
Nobody wants to leave jobs and
their families and pick up a gun,
But, I imagine the Eighth Anny
would like to know if they are going to get help or whether they
will continue to leave their dead
and wounded from Seoul to the
coast. ·

E. C.

Quick Henry, The Flit
Dear Editor:
When a student fell down the
elevator shaft, the University
B;ealth Service was put out be-·
cause a private ambulance was
called in the emergP.ncy. Ostensibly they want to be the guardians
of student health and safety. If
this is the case, why don't they
go over and do something about
the complete lack of fly control in
the kitchen, dining hall, and the
snack bar? The Fifth Avenue
p1·ices for Skid Row meals have already upset enough stomachs,. so
why aggravate the condition with
these noxious disease car1iers?
Furthermore, aren't these places
supposed to be inspected periodically for such matters?
I feel that when the housing
manager (who is in "charge" of
the snack bar) and the person in
charge of the dining hall shirk ·
·their responsibilities in health
matters, the University Health
Service should get after them.
What about it?
NAME WITHHELD

The Fifth Column
.___ by The Third Man _ _.,
ONE FOR THE ROAD. There
were 482 traffic fatalities in the
United States over the July 4
weekend. In New Mexico, 33 night
traffic fatalities involved intoxication in 1949. If more people
didn't take "one more for the
road" before attempting to drive
an automobile, America's accident
rate probably would be lower.
DETROIT LEADS THE WAY.
"Don't Get Drunk in Detroit,"
says a Saturday Evening Post article. In Detroit, drunken drivers
are not merely fined, they are
tossed in the jug. Wes Izzard of
the Amarillo News says that if it
wprks in Deb;oit, it'll ·work in
Amarillo. He's campaigning for
stricter laws for drunk driving
cases.

,
OUTLAWS AND MOO-COWS.

A Journal headline said, "Montana Outlaws Club Slot Machines." By reading the story it
became evident that outlaws in
the State of Montana did not
wreck slot machines with clubs
at all-the headline meant that
the State of Montana decided to
outlaw slot machines in clubs. An·
other recent headline in the Journal read, "Bossie Revealed a Delicate Animal." J'he article suggests: Keep your cow in the
shade; give her plenty of water;
don't make her walk for it (if she
has to walk fo:r water, the exer~
tion may cause more discomfort
than the thirst); don't excite or
hurry her. This could be a dangerous policy, Men might get to
treating their wives with equal
tenderness.
SHORT TAKES. Roger-Dodger
probably got his name as a result
of t1•ying to dodge Dodges while
crossing Central in a pedestrian
lane. A sign on the side of a build·
ingin the 1800 blockof East Central says, "THE SPECIALTY
CENTER The House of Goo!'
What ever became of Technocracy,
Which flourished in the 31J's? Some
people go out of their way to
achieve . repulsive color combinations with blue and green, or blue
and brown. On the back cover of
the July 10 Time, Lilli Palme:r
says, "Lucldes are really smooth!''
On the back cover of the July 10
Life, her husband, Sexy . Rexy,
~ays, l•I smolte Luckies, They're
lhild and smooth!" Next month
they'll probably cndo1•se Fatima.
The Mal'ine C01•ps dress uniform
was adopted in 1797. Just thought
you'd like to know.

'Outstanding' Attraction at .Sunshine
·
.
G
bl.
B
R.
1
.Reveo s.. om lng and lonket ocket

By Tini Ken
For the fi1•st time since May 14,
I heeded the cry that "Movies are
better than ever" and went to see
one. My conclusion: Movies are
not better than ever.
~· Remembering that :tw:arie Wilson wasn't interested in stepping
into the banquet room at La Coflina in Old Town, where Sigma
Delta Chi, journalism fraternity,
was meeting one night while. she
and three Hollywood- looking
goons were dining in the main
room, I attended a screening of
"My Friend Irma Goes West" just
to see if she looked better on the
screen. She didn't.
After shelling out 60 cents at
the Sunshine Theatre boxoffice, I
got the news inside that I needn't
have paid. A preview of the Sunshine's prevues told me:
"And you are now about to witness scenes from another outstanding attraction selected for
YOUR entertainment at YOUR
Sunshine Theatre.''. My theater?
Outstanding attraction? Entertainment? Hogwash.
Since some of the scenes for
"Irma Goes" were shot in Albuquerque, I was all hot to see Irma
go west.
It seenis that Irma and Jane,
hard-working kids, purchased a
television set so they could see
Steve, Jane's boy friend, sing on
a spaghetti show. Those gals got
cash. Oh, but fi:rst, Irma tickled
the audience unmercifuliy by
walking into an open manhole';)
Steve gets a chance to go to
Hollywood and make movies, so
Irma, Jane, Steve, his "little
friend" Seymour, and Al (ugh!)
ali head for The Golden State.
Money is no object to these girls.
The fact that a nut from a nearby
asylum offered Steve his• big
chance doesn't seem important.
Well, off they go. Irma gets off
the train in Chicago and it leaves
without her. How inconsiderate.
Jane wires her $100 and tells her
to fly 1to Kansas City to catch the
train there. Plenty of moolah. I
believe Irma flew to Albuquerque
instead. A French baggage named
Yvonne Yvonne and her chimp,
Pierre, are on the train. She's an
aatress of sorts-must have been
out of sorts during the filming of
"Irma Goes.''
The adventurers stay overnight
in Albuquerque, at the Rose 0'Mission Hotel, wherever that is.
Irma appears in one scene made
here: she runs up the steps to the
brickwalk and waves a newspaper
and shrieks, "AI, All" just like
the downtown papers said she did
at the time the film crew was here.
Some background shots were
made at the Santa Fe station and
actors were photographed against
the background later in Holly•
wood. Looks quite phony. Some
local citizens walk up some steps,
not looking at the camera, like
someone had told them, "Walkup
those steps and don't look at the
camera.'' The only local personality I recognized was a Negro porter who did look at the camera.
AI, the unspeakable cad, says to
Jane on the brickwalk, "You got
us into this hole.'' No doubt he
meant Albuquerque. . .
,
An outside shot o:£ the Rose 0 Mission shows an. ocotillo cactus,
which is improbable in front of an
Albuquerque hotel. Inside, AI . is
gambling with a talent scout from
the Quicksand Club of Las Vegas,
Nev. Tut-tutl Gambling in Albu-

Curns Awarded $500 ~
Pi Phi Scholarship
on!'~~~i;s~~~;~ ~J~5%~e:c'h~1~!~

querque ? The camera showed the ships given to members of Pi Beta
usual close-up of someone else's Phi in the U.S. and Canada. The
hands s"huffling the cards master- award was announced at the fra.
ternity's convention at Jasper
fully.
~ phony Indian blanket sellel'- Lodge, Alta., Can., last week.
Miss Curns is a junior majoring
gives Seymour an idea. Seymour
in
physical education. She is a
quickly masquerades as an Indian
blanket seller but doesn't rake in ;member of Majors and Minors
Club and the Women's Recreation
much profit.
·
The Westward Hal bunch lands Council.
Elaine Jackson was delegate to
in Las Vegas, Nev., and if you can
believe the frequent shots of the convention from the New Mex"Hotel Flamingo" signs within ico Alpha chapter.
camera range, they stay at the
Flamingo Hotel. The girls display
their figures in bathing suits at
• •
the hotel pool, and Lolly Parsnips
walks across the sand and squshes
Seymour, who was all covered up.
AI runs a :roulette wheel; Steve,
in a highly improbable cowboy
costume, sings in Italian at a saloon, and Yvonne Yvonne turns up
there to paw him; Irma gets kidnapped; Seymour switches back
into his Indian disguise and rescues her.
Yvonne Yvonne doesn't get
Steve after all. When he mentions
marriage she squeals, "Marriage?
But that's for peasants/' and goes
back to caressing her chimp,
Pierre. They seem to be a better
match, anYWay.
Jane, the bag of bones, happily
did not appear in a bathing suit.
Irma did her best acting when
walking up and down in beach attire, though her curves are getting
a little lumpy. Seymour was the
best looking member of the cast,
and gave the best performance.
Even he ran out of soap and got
down to matching facial cantorMitzi Reed, piano student of
tions with Pierre. Steve looked Morton Schoenfeld, will give her
like Buster Keaton. A1 was too junior recital July 20 at 8:30 p.
horrible to think about.
m. in the Music Building. Her proIrma wo1•e a thick coat of white gram will include selections from
paste on he1· mug. Perhaps she Mozart, Chopin, Bach, Schumann,
wants to be ready if anyone ever d'Albert, Prokofieff, and Dohnancomes to see her. All she'll have yi. The public is invited.
to do to bake a cake wili be to
stick her head in the oven for a
few minutes-she's got the batter
Welcome Again
already spread on her pan.

Recitalist .

COMING UP

TODAY. Evelyn Losack, voice recital, Music Building, 8-:30 p. m.
_ Today through July 28, Forensic Institute for high school
juniQrs and seniors, Speech
Dept.
Morning Watch Service, Baptist Student Union, daily Monday through Friday, 7:30a.m.
Noonday chapel services, Baptist Student Union, 12:30 p.m.
daily Monday through Friday.
SATURDAY: F.ilms Under the
Stars} "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" with Rudolph
Valentino, 8 and 10 p.m., IAA
patio.
SUNDAY: Services in churches
throughout the city.
MONDAY: Lecture Under the
Stars, Palmer Hoyt, "The Voice
of America," 8 p.m., Ad. Bldg.
porch. No charge. '
Exhibition of paintings, Enrique
Montenegro, Fine Arts Bldg., 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily until July
31.
TUESDAY: Square dancing, tennis courts, 7:30 p.m., Miss
Marlys Swenson in charge,
WEDNESDAY: Dance, men's new
dorm, Mrs. Maud Davis in
charge,
THURSDAY: Piano recital, Mit.
zi Reed, 8:30p.m. in Music Bldg,

~ new way of .life . was the
theme of Dr. Edwin Mims' lecture
Monday night in the Starlight
Series.
Dr. Mims, American literature
authority from Vanderbilt University, told how the adventurous
sphit has moved people westward
since the days of the Oregon Trail
and the Santa Fe Trail.
He recounted pioneering tales
from the time Thomas Jefferson
sent Lewis and Clark to explore
the West, down to modern times
when people live in the past by
1•eading books like A. B. Guthrie's
"The Way West." The Guthrie
novel deals with the westward
movement from Missouri to the
Willamette Valley in Oregon.
Due to rainy weather, the lecture was held in the Science Lecture Hall. About 200 persons
attended.

• I
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Prof: I will not start today's
lecture until the room settles
down.
Proverbial voice: Go home and
sleep it off.

REDUCED PRICES
on

Cotton Skirts- Cotton Blouses
at the

Students

Handel, Schumann
In LosackRecital
Selections from Handel, Mozart,
Schumann, and Brahms will form
the program of Evelyn Losack in
her junior voice recital tonight at
8:30 in the Music Building.
Miss Losack, a mezzo-soprano,
is a student of Jane Snow. Miss
Snow will accompany her tonight.
First section of Miss Losack's
program includes: My Father,
from Hercules, by Handel; Selve
Amiche by Caldara, and Non So
Piu from Marriage of Figa:ro by
Mozart.
Two selections from Schumann's
Frauenliebe und Leben, and Minnelied by Brahms will comprise
the second section.

Old West Recalled
In Mims Lecture

2128 E. Central

Phone 2·2616

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS
and

Laundry
•

Two Hour Dry Cleaning
W.tten Needed
~

Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U

1706 E. Central
Tel. 2-1395 or 2-2708

For that perfect touch a
collar of
pearls* .•••
adjustable to
your desire,
2, 3, 4 and 5
strand. All this
at only

THE MIRAGE

$1.00
Plus Fed. Tax
*Simulated

Largest MALTS
in Albuquerque

IMPORTANt COMMUNITY
PRICE CHANGE
ANNOUNCEMENT

HAMBURGERS
SANDWICHES

Save nearly 10 per cent on Comntunity Silver
Plate by buying at Butterfield's before August 1st.

Home Made Ice Cream

FREE DELIVERY
WITHIN 1 MILE
RADIUS
106 S. Buena Vista
Ph. 3·1984
Ph. 3•2446

•

SIGHTS OF NEW MEXICO

by J. T. Reid

VA Official Advises
Careful Home Buying
Now that post-war housing
shortages are easing off, the Veterans Administrator is remi.nding
ex-GI's that they have until July
25, 1957 to use their right to a
guaranteed loan.
The Administration urges veterans to shop carefully before
they buy to make sure they will
be satisfi'ed With the quality and
condition of the home and its
equipment
In view ~f the Korean situation
the Administt·ator announces that
American servicemen totally disabled during the Korean campaign
may be eligible to have their Nati?nal Service. Life Insurance premmms waived. Total disability
must be. for six months or longer,
the offic1al says.
'
A pamphlet, titled To the Home- ·
Buying Veteran is being dis·
.
t l'l'bu t e d th. rough'a ll VA office~
m
New Mex1co. Th~ booklet pomts
up some of the pitfalls and hefldaches encountered by home bmlders.

Scholarship Awarded
To David D. Nolting

Dream Game .••

Robinson, Kell Lead Botting Averages
By B. K. Mallon .
It W!lS a fine All-Star game, all
the stars performed like stars. It
was undoubtedly the finest-played
game of the 17-year-old series.
Frio~ to the midsummer classic,
people round and about the baseball circles were worrying about
the rhubarbs. and pe~ty bicketing
that were bemg carr1ed on. Many
thought that the annual show
should .be doD:e away with because
of the 111 feelmg that results each
year.
.
. .
h The~~ drastic opl~IOns must
allve uled fhfi ~f·ys, Nuse they
s c~Y:et 0 ~h g mg. 1
!lan
ei'fher s~d
ere was oa mg on

°tne

Stran~cly enough it was pit h
.
th t d .
d'
I c mg , a . ommate the scene. Because this has ~een a season of
beaucoup base h1ts, everyone was
expecting hundreds of holes to be
drilled in the distant fences of
Comisky Parlr. But the pitchers
must have heard these ugly rumors too, for they went ahead and
racked up a recot·d-breaking total

Naturalist Shows
Wildlife Movies

David D. Nolting, a June graduate of the· University, is one of
A favorite vacation spot are the world-famous Carlsbad Caverns
seven students in the country to
About 300 persons attended a
Above is ''The Big Room," showing strange formations-domes pen~ receive a Jackson Johnson Redants, stalactites, stalagmites, and frozen cascades of flowstone: This gional scholarship to the Wash- .special lectu1·e and natural color
single cavern, which is only a tiny part of the National Pa1·k measures ington University School of Med- movie on "Birds, Blossoms, and
Bighorns" in the Science Lecture
three-fourths of a mile in length, and is more than 625 feet wide and icine in St. Louis.
Wednesday night. Narrator
300 feet high. Tourists find the cave:.:ns a summertime treat, where the
The scholarships are awarded Hall
tem11erature remains a constant 56 degrees. The Park is open every . on an honor basis in recognition of was Lowell J. Mills of Colorado
day m the year. A fee of $1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children is exceptional ability and achieve- Springs, Colo.
Flowers, shown in lapse-time
charged; however, the fee is waived for school groups. A lunchroom ment in pre-medical work. Nolting
pictures,
to bloom right
750 feet underground serves meals at midday. ·
was graduated in Art,s and Sci- before theseemed
audience.
photoences, receiving a bachelor of sci- graphed the blossoms Mills
. There is no o~her natural sight starts at that time. You may walk ence
by
letting
a
degree with distinction.
m the world hke the Carlsbad down or go down in the elevator.
movie camera run in 24-hour
shifts.
Caverns. Nothing compares with I distinctly recommend walking
them for grandeur and majestic down.
Some of the birds and animals
English
Test
Scheduled
shown in natural habitats were
bea;11ty. That is the unanimous reLunch is served in the Big room
The Sophomore English Profi- yellow warblers, cow birds, humactwn of world travelers •. You at noon and you're out, via walk
must see them. I emphatically or elevator as you choose by two ciency Examination will be given ming birds, egrets, road runners,
July 25, according to Dr. A. A. bighorn sheep, beaver, antelope,
re~ommend at leas~ three da~s for or three in' the aftemoon.'
th1s most worthwhile excu.rswn.
If you care to, you can make El Wellck, Director of the Counsel- and prairie dogs.
Take one day ~or ~he tnp d!>wn · Paso on this trip. The Cavems are ing and Testing Services. All apto Carlsbad, which I~ 280 mi_les. on the road from Carlsbad to El plicants for this examination
If you start early, you ll have time Paso. The Pass City is a good should sign up in Room 121, CounJudge to defendant: You realize,
seling and Testing, on or before
to see the remarkabl~ Bot~mless three hours from the Caverns.
of course, that any thing you say
Lakes at ~oswell, a stde-tnp well
The next day will allow you July 22.
will be held against you?
wort~ ma~mg. Some people spend some time to see both some of El
Defendant: Jane Russell, Jane
the night m ~oswell and g? on to Paso and Juarez, in Mexico across
the Caverns In the mornmg. In the Rio Grande. It's 260 miles
Eyes of all domesticated ani- Russell, Jane Russell.
any cas~, b~ sure to make your home. You'll be tired when you mals have round irises; eyes of
reservation m advance.
get there, but you'll never forget wild animals do not. House eats
You should reach the Caverns the trip
fall in the latter category.
by 10 a.m., as the first trip down ---=--·-----------==-=-~~=:::..:::=:~~.:_

·

.

o~ 19 str1keouts. The New York
Gmnt'~ Lar~y Jansen led the p~r

ade WJth SIX and was heart1ly
cheet·ed by all,
·
The biggest blow of the game
:wa~, of course, the dramatic ~4thmnmg homer by Red Schoend1enst,
who has never been notorious for
his home r:un hitting. Outside of
that, the b1g boys were the ones
that produced; namely, Williams
Kell, Kiner, Sauer, and Slaughter:
Although the score wa13 lower
than was anticipated, the records
show that the game should have
been that close. Just for fun, let's
take a gal!der at the ~ituation; we
find that m the Nattonal league,
th;e Fightin' Phils are leading
w1th a .603 won-lost record. Compare this to Detroit's .653. There's
not much difference.
.
Then, down deep m the senior
lo_op's cellar .are the Pirates of
Pittsburgh WJth 27 :wins against
46 defeats. And ~ver m the Ameri.can league the A; s and the Bro~ns
~hare . the du~wus honor With
. mdentical tallies of 27 wins
against 49 losses. Here too, the
two leagues are t·unning neck and
neck.
Next are the batting averages.
We find that Robinson and Kell
are out in front with a pair of
.365's. You will I'emember that
these same two led the neld last
year, and with the same average
of .342. History may repeat.
Home run production is also
similar. Williams and Rosen with
25 are practically matched by
KiOJ:er's 24. (All records are quoted as of Saturday night.)
So which is the better league?
An American league fan will tell
you that the American league is.
Hershel Martin might cast his
vote for the West Tex-New Mex
circuit. All we got to say is "Why
wereh't there any Boston Braves
on the All-Star squad?"

.

Denver Editor .......,
Korean Situation As
Merely An 'Incident'

Warner-Woods
For the Best in Portraits
180(. E. Central

-

__

Toddler Suggests
Strawberry Sauce

.

"The MAGIC. FLUTE"

Lunches at All Times
Our Own Ice Cream
• Complete Breakfasts All Day

FOUR NIGHTS

CHISHOLM'S

JULY 26, 27, 28 and 29

~

On Central Across from the Men's Dorm

~

at the

ALBUQlJERQUE liTTLE THEATRE
All Seats Reserved
$1.80 tax inc.
1910. E. CENTRAL

Phone 9895

presenfecl by

CORSAGES
Delphinium -····----·······-········-····----······ I.SO up
Carnations
1.50 up
Orchids -····----······-·····-·-·····-·····----·---··· 4.00 up
Roses ---·-··-·-··--·-·-·-··-·--··--·-···-·- .50 per bloom
Boutonnieres -··-····-·-······-····-··-·-·--····----·---- .SOc

.

The University of New Mexico
Opera Workshop

Jewelry Needs

ALSO
Special Designing, Manutae·
turing and Engraving-Expert
WatCh and Jewelry Repairing.
'•'

i'
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CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial 7334 or 6150

•.
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FOR TICKETS

Phone
Headquarters for AU Your

5. 2655

or write to

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS ---PARTIES- HOME DECORATIONS
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS

ELIZABETH MANN, Treas., I020 Parkland Pl.

Summer Hours: 9:00 A. M.-~5 :00 P.M.

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

Night Phone 5-9158

'i

'

under the direction of
ROBERT KORST

'

,,li

. Mozart's

'
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SEE and HEAR

-,It's Our Pleasure to Serve the Best-

Two men were pitching manure
onto a trailer a.t the local stock
yards when a small boy, just old
enough to talk understandably,
wandered over from a group of
men that must have contained his
father.
•
For a long time he watched the
two men fill the trailer, then he
asked seriously, "What you doin'?"
One of the men stopped pitching
and looked at the little boy and
explained breathlessly that they
were loading manure.
.
Tl1e little inquisitor was only
temporarily.satisfied with this answer, and after a short while he
asked, "What you gonna do with
the 'nure?"
The man stopped work again,
wiped the sweat off the brim of his
hat, and answered briefly, "It's
for the garden. We're going to
put it on the strawberries."
Apparently satisfied, the 'boy
walK:ed away.A little later he returned, and with his face screwed
up with doubt he asked again,
"What you gonna use the 'nure
for?"
i'We're going to put it on
strawberrie.s," the man answered
as he tossed the last forkful onto
the trailer.
After a pause the boy shook his
head, .and before he turned to go
he said almost proudly, "We put
cream on ours."
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Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post editor who spoke Monday in the Lectres Under the Stars ~>eries, expressed the opinion that the United States is not at war but is experiencing an "incident" which he
said would not result in an all-out
war with Russia. He compared the
"incident" with the Berlin blockade and the youth march on Berlin.
Though he described the Korean situation as an incident, he
said that he considered it war
when one side is killing people
on the other side.
Almost 1,000 persons, the largest cl·owd of the series, attended
Hoyt's lecture on "The Voice of
America." He was introduced by
Gov. Thomas Mabry who was introduced by Pres. Tom L. Popejoy.
"Russia is the only nation
which can affo1·d to be isolationist," Hoyt said. "The United
States does not have the resources
to su1'Vive without the rest of the
world. The only way to save ourselves is to save the wo1•ld," he
continued with refe1·ence to a possible war.
He sai.d the United States made
three great mistakes since the
end of World War II. One was to
allow the Russians into Berlin before the U.S. The second wqs to
get the Russians into the war with
Japan sl1or~ly before it w~~ over.
This move mvolved the giVmg of
Manchuria to Russia. The third
, wa:;~ to divide Korea at the 38th
parallel.
"Amel'ica has been a sleeping
giant for not using its resources,"
Hoyt suggested. He said not
enough effort has been spent on
propaganda - that is, informing
the world of the truth. He described truth as the most effective
propaganda device, saying that
America had nothing to hide.
"Communism is just a nam.e for
Russian imperialism. There 1s no
danger of communism taking over
in this country," Hoyt declared .
He cited the record of Norman
Thomas who never received more
than 1,000,000 votes in any ?f his
six attempts to 1·un for president.
The fact that America is the first
middle-class nation in all history
was mentioned as added defense
against communism.
"We may be about to see the
collapse of a civilization," Hoyt
said "but if we face the problem~ squarely, think about them
and lteep ourselves informed we
can be sure that the jig is not up
like it was with the Roman emph·e."
The saviour of the world and
mankind from war and destruction will be knowledge. The answers to the problems facing u.s
must come from the human som.
Modern means of communication
and the dissemination of the truth
will be the defense against Russian imperialism, he added.
Speaking of the atomic bomb,
Hoyt said, "In 600 years man has
increased the power of explosives
from gnnpowder to TNT, which is
double tlie strength of ordinary
gunpowder. The atomic bomb is
17 million times more powerful
than gunpowder.~' He ad~ed that
he didn't think America IS ready
for atomic warfare, but that it is
necessary to get ready.

N

rogram
Of Foreign films
, A German silent film made in
1924 will be this week's offering
by the University Film Society in
its "F;ilms Under the Stars" series.
.,
Titled "Waxworks," the movie,
which stars William Dieterle, Conrad Veidt, and Emil Jannings, will
be shown Saturday at 8 p, m. and
again at 10 p.m. in the InterAmerican Affairs patio.
The film, which provided material for later motion picture fantasies including "The Thief of
Bagdad," tells the story of a poet
who is commissioned by a fairground showman to w1ite stories
around three figures in his waxworks show.
Each showing· Saturday night
will be preceded by music and a
short subject. Admission is by
season ticket at the door.
Further inf01wation about the
foreign film series can be obtained
by dialing 8861, ext. 376.

NOTICE
All Student Veterans
The deadline for all veterans' purchases of expendable
and non-expendable supplies
for the summer session, 1950,
is Sat., July 22. No provisions
will be made for an extension
of tl1e deadline.

.
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·Fiesta Tomorrow Includes
Pinatas, Dances, Folk· Songs
Geologist ·Advocates
Blast Furnace inN. M.
Establishment of a blast furnace in New Mexico is advocated
by Vincent C. Kelley, geology professor, in the summer issue of the
New Mexico Quarterly. In an article titled "New Mexico's Position in a Western Iron and Steel
Industry," Dr. Kelley emphasizes
the importance of the state's ore
1·eserves and draws attention to
the cost of shipping ores to other
regions for processing.
Other articles in the Quartel'ly
are in the literary line. Deane
Mowrer, English professor, has
written a comprehensive review
of books and poetry published last
year. Carl H. Grabo, visiting professor in English, strikes back at
literary critics in an article on
"Rhetoric and Rhetoricians."
Adja Yunkel'S illustrated the
issue with 16 original wood engravings and monotypes, and John
Palmer Leeper contributed a critique on Yunkers. Genevieve Porterfield, librarian, compiled a ninepage bibliography of current publications on the Southwest.

The Typewr~ter Th1ef... •

The University's third annual summer fiesta will be held
tomorrow night. Pinatas, Mexican dances with costume, and
folk songs will highlight the entertainment in the Student
Union Building.
The fiesta dance, under the supervision of Prof. Ruben

Cobos, will be from 9 p.m. to midnight in the SUB ballroom. :Oick
Sandoval will be master of ceremonies and Marty :Baum's orchestra, directed by Orlie Wagner, will
play.
Professot• Cobos said that pinatas will be incorporated in the
SUB decorations, and that p1izes
will be given for the best costumes. Fiesta dress is optional.
Those who have appropliate costumes are urged to wear them.
The annual celebration is the
highlight of the summer session
and is a smaller version of the
two-day spring fiesta. '
At the dance, Felipe Martinez
and his singing group will entertain with folk songs, Professor
Cobos .said, and the women's
physical education department has
scheduled an exhibition of Mexican dances.
Mrs. Edna Ricltardson of the
PE department made arrangements for the native dance numCobos
bers and Dorothy York of Santa
Fe trained the dance group, which
has performed at the Sandia Base
Hospital for patients and also appeared in an exhibition for the
NCAA golf tournament contestants last month.
Members of the dance group are
Mrs. York, Jackie Hemie, Ann
Jackson, Ciddie Cain, Dorothy Imholtz, Helen Hagan, Joe Armijo,
through the closing daily rehear- Joe Raburn, Cleto Duran, Louis
sals for Mozart's "Magic Flute" Hemandez, Jim Fxost, and Ed
·
· will
· be presented at Jones.
opera, wh1ch
Mexican dances to be performed
the Little Theater four days· by the gi·oup are Jarabe Tapatio,
starting Wednesday.
La Raspa, Varsouviana, ChiapaneThe opera is under the direction cas, and Las Espuelas.
.
,
.
The J arabe Tapatio is called
of Prof. Robe:t Kor;>t, a w!dely "The Mexican Hat Dance" in Engknown figure. m the mtern~t~o!lal lish and the Andy Russell song,
world of mus1e, and !low ~VIsiting "Rosita and Joe," uses the melody
professor at the Umvers1ty.
of Chiapanecas.
Leading roles are played by
Douglas Lav.:rence as Papageno,
and Patty Dwkson as Papa.gena.
Their parts reflect the i!Jner struggle between a noble ex1stence ~nd
the 18th century th«;me. of w!ne,
Shortly after the Lobo came out
women an~ song, wh1ch lS typical last Friday one of the editors was
of Mozart s works.
.
accosted by Alphonse Ignatowicz
All seats for the perfo:rnance (yes it's a real person) who
are reserved and are pnced at claimed he was misquoted in a
$1.80 each.
story on a poll of student reactions to the Korean war, whi:!h
was published in last Fl'iday's
paper. Alphonse stated he did not
•
"plan to make the Army his career" as he was quoted as saying.
He said he wants it understood
that he and the A1wy are not on
f1iendly terms and that he has no
intention of re-upping.
"And furthermore," he continued, waving a heavy pencil at
the editor, "this statement"-he
quoted from the Lobo-" 'Al was
still expatiating on his soap box,
when Marion Miller declared . • .'
is untrue. I'm not a patriot and
never will be.''
Al .left the editor without a
chance to expatiate-and he's not
much of a patriot either. We are
son·y to have misquot~d you last
week, Al.-Ed.
·

'Magic Flute' Opera
T B • Wd d
o egm e nes ay

,
L
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,
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PortobIeT0ken rom (] leS ounge Op~~= ;:~:~~;fa~~e ~~~v;~~~

A portable typew1·iter was
stole!! from tl~e ladies' lounge in
Hodgm
this
owner
said shehall
left
it week.
there The
during
a.
heavy rain and forgot 'to pick it
up until the next day. When she
returne~ f?r it it w;as gone.
The Jamtor's WJfe, who cleans
the lounge said she saw a lady
typing in the room one afternoon,
but that the machine and the person using it were missing later in
the day.
Several pocketbooks have been
stolen from t}le lockers in the
gymnasium recently, Sgt. Noel
Looney of the campus police said.
Two of the thefts occurred this
week. One pocketbook was found
lying on the lawn in front of the
gymnasium but the money was
missing from it.
Patrolman F. F. Gray reported

seeing a man trying the east door
of the SUB at 10:30 one night
th'IS wee1c. When G
. apptoac
· h ed
. tay
~he person ~e fled. The p~tro!man
ran after h1m but lost him man
a~ley betw~en Las Lomas Ave. and
Sigma Ch1 Rd.
.
Patrolman W. J. Ham1lton reported a reckless driver on the
parking lot by the tenms courts.
The driver Robert Silver, 600 N.
Amherst, {vas· drtying !n a ~eckless manner gomg 1n circles
around the lot. When approached
by the officer, Silvet drove onto
Yale Ave. and headed south. He
jumped the curb at Yale ~nd Central avenues, nearly ~urnmg over
the car, the report said.
Besides these there was one
parking violation and one other
traffic violation for the week.

• •

Applications Ayailable
For Terminal Leave Pay
World War II veterans and survival'S of deceased veterans who
have not yet applied for. l:etmbursement for unused m1hta1'Y
leave may now obtain new application forms at any Veterans .{\.d•
ministration office in New MeXIco,
the Contact Service announced.
Public Law 479, which became
-Albuquerque T,.iiH.o.ttP.
law April 26, ex:tended the time .
to June 30, 1951, in which former .
Lois Cox left and Jean Crandal 1·ight draw lots to see who will sing opposite Don Mi~hael! center, on
enlisted service personnel may apply for payment of leave time not opening night in 'Mozart's opera, wrhe Ma'gic Flute.'' Miss Cox will sing on the first and thu·d mghtsi Ml's.
Crandal on the second and fourth nights.
used while in service •

By Way of Apology

U.S. Educators Select
Ten Most Boring Books
There have been lists of the ten
best books, ten best movies, and
ten top tunes, but for a list of the
ten most boring books, U. S. librarians, editors, authors, reviewers, and school teachers in a poll
chose these:·
. Buryan's "Pilgrill}'s Prog;ress,"
Melville's "Moby Dwk," Milton's
"Paradise Lost," Spenser's "Faerie Queene," Boswell's "Life of
Samuel Johnson,'' Richardson's
"Pamela," Eliotls "Silas Marner,"
Scott's ' 1I van h o e," Cervantes'
"Don Quixote," and Goethe's
"Faust."

